Scholarship changes will help financial situation

Tyler Rutherford

Despite the elimination of the “Survival of the Fittest” courses, Truman probably is best known for its unique approach to educating in Lincoln. The University — with its focus on personal growth and character development — is a shining example of what a university in the Midwest can be. The success of the University is due, in large part, to the generous financial support of students, alumni and friends of the university. In the past, the University has had to rely on student contributions to a large extent. However, the University is now in a position to provide many more scholarships to students than ever before. The University is excited about the possibilities that are now available to students who are interested in attending Truman.

Conner Slaughter

I am a student at Truman State University and I am writing this letter to express my opinion on the new scholarship changes that have been implemented. I believe that these changes are positive and that they will help to improve the financial situation of many students.

Mike "Casey" Curbelo

I have always believed that education is the key to a successful future. That is why I was so excited when I received my scholarship to Truman State University. The scholarship was a real help to me because I would not have been able to afford to attend school without it. However, I was very disappointed when I learned that the scholarship would be reduced to a mere $100 per year.

Brenna McDermott

When the term "eating disorder" is thrown around, I feel myself suddenly question my own identity. I am a normal girl who enjoys life, yet somewhere along the way, the term eating disorder has been repeatedly thrown at me. It is this constant barrage of negative information that has led me to question my own self-worth.

Conner Slaughter - Truman State University, English

What is your favorite Winter Olympic sport?

- Curling, because it's kind of fun and they seem to do it right
- Short track speed skating
- Snowboarding

Curling

Curling is a winter sport that was added to the Olympic Games in 1998. It involves two teams of four players each who use a large, heavy stone to slide down the ice and knock it into a center. The objective is to get the stone as close as possible to the center, known as the house.

Tyler Rutherford - junior anthropology major from Springfield, Mo.

Eating disorders affect men, women, and children

Brenna McDermott - junior communication major from St. Louis, Mo.

Disturbing images online raise ethical questions

Alex Bolea

Traffic stops. The driver can see ambulance lights, police cars and a fire truck ahead to the see ambulance lights, police cars and a fire truck ahead. They have been dedicated to the idea of constant state of renewal and reform. The sky is falling simply to make sure the ironclad American power — is a classic symptom of, ironically enough, American resur-}

Eating disorders do not affect just women. They can be found in males as well. This misconception is due to the fact that men are not usually diagnosed with eating disorders. However, this is a myth. Men can be affected by eating disorders just as much as women.

Brenna McDermott - junior communication major from St. Louis, Mo.
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